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Abstract

One of the problems that plague document ranking is the inherent ambiguity, which arises due to the nuances of natural
language. Though two documents may contain the same set of words, their relevance may be very different to a single user, since
the context of the words usually determines the relevance of a document. Context of a document is very difficult to model
mathematically other than through user preferences. Since it is difficult to perceive all possible user interests a priori and install
filters for the same at the server side, we propose a rough-set-based document filtering scheme which can be used to build
customized filters at the user end. The documents retrieved by a traditional search engine can then be filtered automatically
by this agent and the user is not flooded with a lot of irrelevant material. A rough-set-based classificatory analysis is used to
learn the user's bias for a category of documents. This is then used to filter out irrelevant documents for the user. To do this
we have proposed the use of novel rough membership functions for computing the membership of a document to various
categories.

Keywords: Rough membership; User preference-based document categorization; Discernibility of words

1. Introduction customized to user interests. User profiling plays a key
role in developing user centered applications. User

Web search conducted by most of the search profiling has been described in [22] as the problem of
engines retrieves a host of material in response to any ‘‘determining a representation of the user preferences
query, most of which is quite irrelevant to any such that its values may serve as input parameters for a
individual user. Since users differ in perspective, text filtering action operating on the available offer’’.
retrieval mechanism should be more goal-oriented and The main contribution of this paper is the appli-

cation of rough-set theoretic concepts to capture user
preference and apply it for filtering out irrelevant
documents. Rough-sets were introduced by Pawlak in
[9]. Rough-set theory models the uncertainty within a
domain, which may arise due to indiscernibility or
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limited discernibility of objects in the domain of
discourse. Almost all text document analysis tasks are
performed on the basis of words that occur in the
document. Since the same set of words can occur in
documents of different categories, rough-sets can
provide a good modelling tool for the text retrieval
problem. The inherent uncertainty of text categoriza-
tion therefore can be looked upon as a decision-theory
problem over objects of limited discernibility.

Initially the system requires the user to rate a set of
documents fetched by a standard search engine in
response to a broad-based user query. A decision
system is constructed using the words appearing in the
documents and the user's rating. The decision system
is analyzed to extract the discerning power of words—
i.e. the power of words to distinguish a bad document
from a good one. The set of most discerning words is
then used to construct a more appropriate query for the
domain. This is used to fetch a new set of documents.
It has been found that the new documents are in
general more relevant to the user. A ranking
mechanism is proposed to rate the new documents.
Since the initial ordering of the newly retrieved
documents is according to the relevance computation
function of the underlying general-purpose search
engine, the new ranking scheme reorders these
documents according to the user preference. The
ranking mechanism is based on the principle of rough
membership of documents to various categories. The
effectiveness of the ranking mechanism is provided
through a comparison of system rating versus user
rating of documents. We have compared the perfor-
mance with some similar systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we have reviewed some ongoing work in
the area of user preference-based information filtering
and rough-set-based text information retrieval. In
Sections 3 and 4 we have provided the rough-
theoretic analysis of our learning system. Section 5
presents how the sieve representing the user profile is
generated through the above analysis. The sieve is
applied to filter out documents for the user. In Section
6 we have presented a new rough membership
computation paradigm which can handle document
categorization. Section 7 presents a schematic view
of the text retrieval system that we have designed.
Finally, in section 8 we have provided performance
analysis of our system.

2. Related work

Categorization of text documents is a mature field
of research. In [21] Yang and Pederson have presented
a comparative performance of various feature selec-
tion methods like information gain (IG), mutual
information (MI), x2 test (CHI), etc. and classification
techniques like k-NN, neural networks, linear least
squares fit mapping (LLSF) as applied to document
categorization. They have shown that a k-NN classifier
along with an IG-based feature selection method
which takes into account both presence and absence of
terms in a category of document performs best for
automatic document categorization over large docu-
ment repositories. Kokai and Lrincz suggested a novel
method for web searching in [3]. The method
combines support vector machines (SVM) and
reinforcement learning (RL). A few adapting para-
meters which help the crawler to adapt to different
parts of the web are optimized during the search.
Automatic clustering of web documents groups
similar documents together [4].

However, since all users are not interested in all the
documents of one category, user profiling provides
valuable guidelines for organizing the way informa-
tion is being presented to each user. Recommender
systems based on principles of collaborative and
content-based filtering are gaining popularity since
they offer web-personalization [10-13].

Collaborative filtering uses feedback from multiple
users to provide better service to a group of users with
similar interests. A number of application areas like
entertainment, news or e-commerce-based applica-
tions are using recommender systems. MovieLens and
GroupLens are two such projects implemented by
Riedl and co-workers for providing information on
movies and Usenet news, respectively [11]. Sarwar
[10] describes a collaborative system for e-commerce
applications. These systems use domain knowledge
picked up from product catalogs in association to user
feedbacks for providing personalized web-services.
ProspectMiner [24] uses the world-wide web as a
database to search for small, medium and large
companies in a user-defined target area. It employs
probabilistic reasoning for analysing user preferences.
Other techniques used for collaborative filtering
include standard data-mining approaches like nearest
neighbour techniques—which analyze the behaviour
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of most similar users to predict the behaviour of a new
user, clustering approaches to discover groups of
similar-interest users, finding frequently occurring
patterns like same product associations, etc. Mid-
dleton et al. have proposed a k-NN-based recommen-
der system [7] which uses ontological knowledge for
analysing user profiles. Webplanner [23] is a guided
search system that is currently working on combining
user interests and domain-specific search mechanisms
to provide customized information to users. It uses
domain-specific structured query schemes. But it is
not practically feasible to conceive structured query
schemes for all possible domains on the web. Hence
for general purpose filtering systems, content-based
analysis prove to be more successful.

Though user profiling can be used to the benefit of
special interest groups, however, it is infeasible to
maintain user profiles for all users on web servers
simply because of the large volume of users accessing
a general site. Considering all the aspects, it can be
argued that it is more practical to conceive of a client-
side filtering system, which can filter out irrelevant
documents according to the client's choices, rather
than a server-based scheme.

Content-based recommender systems are client-
side agents that analyze a single user's response to
documents on a topic for classifying new documents.
These systems analyze the contents of a document and
identify the relationship between the contents and the
user's ranking. ‘‘Syskill & Webert’’ [14] is a client-
side software agent that learns to rate pages on the web
to decide what pages might interest the user. Initially,
the user is asked to rate a few explored pages on a
three-point scale. Feature selection is implemented
through Information Gain-based measure of a term. A
comparative study for a number of classifiers is
presented in this paper. Balabanovic's Fab system [15]
recommends web sites to users, based on a personal
profile that becomes adapted to the user over time. The
user's ratings of pages are used to grow the user's
profile adaptively, so that the recommendations
gradually become more personalized. Abbattista et
al. proposed a 3D agent-based intelligent interaction
system that can be hosted on a web site to support
users in a natural way [2]. The agent classifies users
based on information drawn from previous sessions.
The classification is used to associate each class of
users with an appropriate interface depending on the

degree of familiarity with the system. This is aimed at
speeding up the process of understanding the
organization and the content of a Web site and to
also assist the user in retrieving the desired informa-
tion.

Since natural language documents are inherently
based on context-dependent grammar, crisp bi-valued
logic is incapable of handling the nuances of natural
language and thereby not always suitable for text-
information retrieval tasks. Rough-set-based reason-
ing technique proposed by Pawlak in [9] provides a
granular approach to reasoning. Rough-sets are a tool
to deal with inexact, uncertain or vague knowledge.
Specifically, this approach provides a mechanism to
represent the approximations of concepts in terms of
overlapping concepts [8]. Since words do not provide
a unique classification of documents when considered
in isolation, a granular approach can be used to extend
the document or the query space to include other
conceptually related words. Hybrid models that
integrate the granularity of the rough-set-based
approach to the uncertainty handling principles of
fuzzy reasoning are also becoming popular.

Though the potential of rough reasoning to text
information has not yet been fully explored, some
applications to practical document classification
problems have established the viability of the
approach. Das-Gupta reports adaptation of rough-sets
for information retrieval in [16]. This paper discusses
design of the approximation space, search strategies,
and the possible application of relevance feedback to
improve document indexing. Srinivasan et al.
described rough-set approximations for documents
and queries in [5]. These are defined using fuzzy
representations. They have indicated how to find
similarity between document and query using rough-
set approximations. Based on this, Singh et al. [18]
proposed a text-filtering system which uses rough-set-
based analysis for acquiring user preferences. New
documents are categorized on the basis of their rough
similarities with the user-preference. The final
evaluation is a qualitative assessment of each
document in the form of fuzzy membership awarded
to the document for each category, where the fuzzy
membership functions are learnt using a decision-tree-
based classifier.

Latent semantic indexing (LSI) is a methodology
developed by Deerwester et al. [6] that reduces the
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dimensionality of the document space by identifying
conceptual terms within the document collection. The
analysis is based on term co-occurrence statistics.
Though this method can handle the synonymy and
polysemy problems, but is computationally very
complex. Bao et al. proposed a hybrid text categor-
ization method using latent semantic indexing based
on the theory of rough-sets [20]. They have used
rough-set theory to alleviate the problem of high
dimensionality of data. This system extracts a minimal
set of co-ordinate keywords to distinguish between
classes of documents, reducing the dimensionality of
the keyword vectors and generates several knowledge
bases for the classification of new object.

Rough-sets have been used successfully for
categorization of semi-structured text information.
Chouchoulas and Shen have shown the applicability of
rough-set theory to information filtering by categoriz-
ing e-mails [1]. The system reduces dimensionality of
data by providing a measure of the information
content of datasets with respect to a given classifica-
tion, on the basis of significance value of words in
documents. Jensen et al. have used rough-set theory
for automatic classification of WWW bookmarks in
[17]. Maheshwari et al. have shown variable precision
rough-set model VPRS [19] to mine web user access
patterns and classify them. Cumulative graphs capture
all known positive example sessions and negative
example sessions to identify attributes, which are used
to find equivalence relations and then classify users
using a rough-set-based model.

In this paper, we have proposed a user preference-
based document ranking system. This is an integrated
system that analyzes a set of training documents
evaluated by the user, and creates a filtering agent
called sieve at the client's side. The sieve also serves as
a modified query and is used to fetch new documents
for the user. The whole scheme uses rough-set-based
reasoning. Rough-set-based reasoning allows us to
build content-based filters taking equivalent or
synonymous words into account.

3. Rough-sets for information retrieval

A rough-set is an information system which is used
for classificatory analysis, i.e. a set of pre-classified
elements is analyzed to learn the properties of the

classification. It is particularly useful when the
elements of the domain do not lend them to a unique
classification. Since the same set of words and phrases
can be contained in documents of highly differing
qualities, it is not possible to associate a unique class
to a set of words. On the other hand, two sets of
different words can be synonymous and hence lead to
the same classification. We have used rough-set-based
analysis for document classification to handle these
inherent ambiguities.

An information system can be defined as a pair
I=(U, S), where U is a non-empty finite set of objects
called the universe and S is a non-empty finite set of
attributes. An information system is called a decision
system D if it has an additional decision attribute d.
This is represented as

D= (U,SU{d})

where d is the decision attribute.
In the context of text information retrieval, the

universe comprises of documents and the decision
attribute is the gradation given to a document by a user.
The decision table is built by storing the decisions
given by the user on a set of training documents. The
attributes of a document are the words present in it and
their values indicate the relative importance of a word
in a document.

At the core of all rough-set-based analysis lies an
equivalence relation called the indiscernibility rela-
tion. For any A C S , the equivalence relation, INDI(A)
is defined as

INDi(A) = {(x,xr) EU2\VseA,s(x) = s(x')}

where s(x) represents the value of attribute V corre-
sponding to object 'x'. This relation implies that if the
ordered pair (x, x0) 2 INDI(A), then x and x0 are
indistinguishable on the basis of the attributes in the
set A. The equivalence classes of this relation are
denoted by [x]A. The equivalence classes that are
obtained from an indiscernibility relation are used
to define set approximations. Let X C U. X can be
approximated using only the information contained in
the equivalence classes formed by INDI(A). The parti-
tion induced by INDI(A) is represented by

— = ðC1; C2; C2 ; • • ; CnÞ
K

where R is INDI(A) and Ci is an equivalence class ofR.
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In the next section, we will present how the concept
of discernibility can be used to model user preference,
which can imbibe the context of presentation.

4. Modelling user preference through discerning
power of words

One of the most important pre-processing tasks
during the design of an information retrieval system is
to determine the significance of the attributes. The
significance of an attribute represents the role of the
attribute in determining the class of an element. Since
two documents can have the same set of words and
still have different class decisions, it is the relative
importance of these words in the documents that can
determine the class of the document. One of the most
unique aspects of our work is the use of discerning
power of the words to classify a document.

We will illustrate the idea with an example.
Suppose, the user has rated four documents, D1, D2,
D3, and D4, as bad (1), average (2), good (3), and good
(3), respectively. Further, suppose that D1, D2, D3, and
D4 have words W1, W2, W3, and W4 with weights as
shown in Table 1, where value of weight indicates
importance of a word in the document.

Table 1 shows that the word W3 does not have the
capacity to distinguish between "good", "bad" or an
‘‘average’’ document since it has a high weight in all
of them. On the other hand, the word W1 or W2 have
the potential to distinguish a ‘‘bad’’ document from a
‘‘good’’ one, though in different ways.

Based on the above observation we propose to
identify the most discerning words from a set of
documents as follows:

(i) Words which are present with a high relative
importance in good documents and are not present
or have low importance in the bad documents are
positively discerning words, and are desirable in a
document.

Table 1
A decision table for documents

Documents

D1
D2

D3

D4

W1

1.0
0.5
0.0
0.2

W2

0.1
0.5
1.0
0.9

W3

0.9
0.9
1.0
0.9

W4

0.2
0.75
0.9
0.9

Decision

1 (bad)
2 (average)
3 (good)
3 (good)

(ii) Words which are present with a high relative
importance in bad documents and have low
importance in the good documents are negatively
discerning words, and are to be avoided while
searching for relevant documents.

Thus we can say that W1 is a negatively discerning
word in Table 1. Similarly it may be argued that W2

and W4 are positively discerning words. We use the
positive and negative discerning words to formulate an
improved search query for the user. We will show later
that this query can imbibe the user's preference in an
appropriate manner and help in fetching more relevant
documents.

4.1. Methodology to determine the most
discerning words

In this section, we will illustrate how the most
discerning words can be obtained using discernibility
analysis as explained in [25], by analyzing a set of
training documents which have been rated by the user.
Each document xi in our universe is represented as a
set of weighted words. To calculate the weights of the
words, we use the HTML source code of the pages.
Since each tag in an HTML document has a special
significance, we designate separate weights to each
one of them. The weight of a particular word s is then
computed as

W(s) = J2 T'xn'
i—no: of tags

where Ti represents the weight of the tag i and ni

represents the number of times the word appears
within the tag i. Finally, for every document, the
weight of all the words are divided by the maximum
weight to normalize all weights within the range of
0-1. Each document xi is now represented in terms of
words as follows:

xi = ðs1 : nw1 ; s2 : nw2, • • ,SM

where (nwj: 1 < j < M) represents the normalized
weight of word sj in the document, M is the total
number of distinct words in the document collec-
tion, nwj is 1.0 if sj is the most important word in
the document, and it is 0.0 if it does not occur in
the document, else it has a weight between 0.0 and
1.0.
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The collection of all distinct words forms the basis
from which we will select the most discerning words.
Theoretically, the cardinality of this collection can go
up to the number of training documents times the
number of distinct words in a document. However, we
first delete all stop words from this list using a standard
stop words dictionary. Also, since some of the words
are common across documents, the number of unique
features go down. Further, we have observed that
optimal performance is obtained when the top 50 most
significant words from each document are selected as
information features. Beyond that no significant
performance gain is obtained, though the computa-
tional complexities increase substantially.

To build our initial decision system from which the
system learns the client's preference, the user is asked
to rate a set of training documents fetched by a
standard search engine in response to a user given
query. Each training document is converted to its
weighted word representation as described earlier. A
decision table is then built as follows:

where 1 < i < n, n is the total number of training
documents, di is the decision of user on training
document xh and

WM = [nwij]nxM

where 1 < i < n, 1 < j < M and nwij represents the
weight of word wj in document xi.

Since the values stored in the decision table are
continuous, it is not ideally suited for finding
significant words. Thus we first discretize the table.
The discretization technique returns a partition of the
continuous value set for each information feature, by
dividing the entire range into intervals. The partition is
done in such a way that if the value of a word in the
original decision table is replaced by the interval to
which the value belongs, a consistent decision table is
obtained.

Let the range of value corresponding to any column
(there is one column corresponding to each distinct
word) be Vs = [Is, Ls] C R. A partition Ps is induced
on Vs by considering all values occurring in the
column and arranging them in ascending order. Thus

where

Is = I0 < h < I 2 < • • < h < Irþ1 = Ls

The middle point of each interval is called a cut. An
information feature s and its corresponding cuts
induced by the partition Ps is therefore uniquely
represented by

{(s, ci), (s, c2), (s, c 3 ) , . . . (s, cr)} C A x 91

where
c1;

c2;
c3 ; • •;

 cr are the mid points of [/;_!,/;]

We now construct a matrix called the discernibility
table, denoted by D*T. There is one column in D*T for
each cut induced over DT, and one row for each pair of
documents (xi, xj), where xi and xj have different user
categorizations or different decisions. An entry v| in
Dj. is determined as follows:

v| = 0 in Dj, if the document pair Di and Dj have
different decisions but the weight of the word k in
both the documents are on the same side of the cut.

• v\: = di — dj, if the weight of the word k in
document i is more than the cut and the weight
of the word in document j is less than the cut, and
the documents have different decisions di and dj,
respectively.

• Otherwise, v| = dj — di.

In other words, it can now be easily seen that a
non-zero entry corresponding to a word in the dis-
cernibility table indicates that the word has two di-
fferent significance levels in two documents of
different decisions. The absolute value of the entry
determines the power of the word to distinguish b-
etween two different categories. Thus a word which
can distinguish between a good and a bad docu-
ment has more discerning power than a word that
can distinguish between a bad and an average doc-
ument.

Finally, we need to find the set of most discerning
words from D^, along with the distinguishing value of
the cuts. Since, theoretically, there can be an infinite
number of cuts possible, it is also required to find out a
minimal set of cuts. To obtain this, we apply a
modified version of the MD-heuristic algorithm. The
original algorithm as described in [25] considered all
decision differences as identical. We have modified
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this to first consider the highest degree of difference
in decision, followed by the next highest and so
on, till there are no more discerning words in the
set. The modified MD-heuristic algorithm is given
below.

4.1.1. Modified MD-heuristic algorithm
(To find minimal set of words to discern maximal

number of documents)

Input: Discernibility matrix D^.
Output: Discerning features in the form of cuts and cut
values.
Step 1: Let W denote the set of most discerning words.
Initialize W to NULL. Initialize T = r, where r is the
maximum difference in decision possible (in our
case 2).
Step 2: For each entry in Dj. consider the abso-
lute value of the decision-difference stored there.
If none of the absolute values are equal to T,
then set T = T — 1. If T = 0 then stop else go to
step 3.
Step 3: Considering the absolute values of decision
difference, choose a column with the maximal number
of occurrences of T’s—this column contains the word
and the cut that is discerning the maximum number of
documents corresponding to the current level of
discernibility.
Step 4: Select the word s and cut c corresponding to
this column. In case of a tie, the leftmost column is
chosen. Delete the column from D^. Delete all the
rows marked in this column by T since this decision-
discernibility is already considered.
Step 5: If majority of the decision differences for
this column are negative, then the word is tagged
with a (—) sign to indicate that it is a negatively
discerning word. Otherwise it is tagged with a positive
sign (+) to indicate that it is a positively discerning
word.
Step 6: Add the tagged word s and cut c to W.
Step 7: If there are more rows left, then go to step 2.
Else stop.

The set of most discerning words W can be used to
effectively represent the user's profile since these are
the features which help in distinguishing a bad doc-
ument from a good one. In the next section we will
show how a sieve is constructed from the set W. The

sieve can then be used to obtain relevant documents
for the user and also to rank future documents acc-
ording to user preferences.

5. Constructing the sieve to represent user
preference

The set of most discerning words W along with a
minimal set of cuts represents the user's preference,
which is called the sieve. Using the minimal set of
cuts, we now obtain a reduced decision table DT

containing the words in W only. Let P denote the
partition

P =

{(4,c |*) , (4,cf) , . . . , (4 ,q 1)} ,
{(4,4*), ( 4 , 4 ) , . . . , ( 4 ,4) } , (5.1)

where c1 ,cf i...; c-' are the first; second • • r r*th cut
for s*, 8 i = 1 ; . . . ;m:

Eq. (5.1) indicates that s* contains r* cuts, where
the kth cut for s* is denoted by cki.

Since this set can effectively discern between all
pairs of classification categories, we can use this
reduced set P to represent the earlier decision table
with a reduced dimensionality. Using P, we can also
convert the numeric valued decision table DT into a
discrete decision table. The discrete valued decision
table is called the symbolic decision table S. This is
obtained from DT as follows.

• All information features which are not con-
tained in the minimal cut set P, are removed from
DT.

• Assign interval 0 to all values of 4 less than c\ ,
interval 1 to all values lying in [c\ ,c\), interval 2
to all values lying in [c\ , c\ ) and so on.

• An analogous assignment is done for each of the
other discerning words s 2 • • s*m-

• For each discerning word, interval value —1
indicates absence of the word in the document.

In other words, symbolic decision table S is obt-
ained from DT as follows:

S=(SWMU{di})
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where di 2 Z and Z is the set of decision possible

SWM = [Svy]nxm

where n is the number of training documents, m is the
number of discerning words, and

' — 1; if jth discerning word is absent in ith
document e; otherwise; where e is the

Svi j < interval number corresponding to the
weight of jth discerning word in ith

document
(5.2)

We now illustrate the whole scheme with an
example.

Example: One of the queries we fed to the Google
search engine was ‘‘alcohol addiction’’. We were
particularly interested in authoritative documents on
the topic which discussed causes and remedies of
alcohol addiction. We rated top 50 documents returned
by Google and used it as our training set. On analysing
the HTML source codes for these documents and
taking top 50 most important words from each
document, we compiled the total collection of
information features as a set of 700 words, some of
which are shown below.

S = [research, information; project; addictions;

drugs; abuse; help; collection; description;

dedicated; contains; alcoholism ;... ; promises;

centre; enquirer]

The decision table DT of the entire set contains 50
rows, one for each document and 700 columns, one for
each word and one for the user rank for the document.
The entries in this table reflect the weight of a
particular word in a document.

This is the training URL's decision table. Now we
make discernibility table as explained in Section 4.1 to
find the set W of most discerning words with minimal
set of cuts c* . The set of discerning words and their cut
values obtained are shown below.

W =[s* = alcohol; s| = addictions;

Sj = abuse; s^ = drugs, s$ = treatment,

s$ = health; s^ = description;

s% = rehabilitation; s^ = help]

V =[{alcohol; 0:25Þ; ðalcohol; 0:37Þg;

fðaddictions; 0:5Þg; fðabuse; 0:07Þ;

ðabuse; 0:29Þg; fðdrugs; 0:0038Þg;

fðtreatment; 0:039Þg; fðhealth; 0:24Þg;

fðdescription; 0:034Þg; fðrehabilitation; 0:15Þg;

fðhelp; 0.038)}]

We assign interval 0 to all values of ‘‘alcohol’’ less
than 0.25, interval 1 to all values lying in [0.25, 0.37)
and 2 to [0.37, maximum value corresponding to
alcohol). The same policy is followed for all
discerning words. At the end of it we thus obtain a
symbolic decision table S. S represents the user
preferences. On a cursory glance through the symbolic
decision table S also it can be seen that good and
average documents usually have word s* with a high
value and do not contain J| . It can also be concluded
that bad documents have s\ occurring in them with a
high frequency. We therefore propose to use this S as a
sieve or a collection to filter new documents and also
rate them using a rough membership-based approach
proposed in the next section.

S=(SWMU{di})

DT =

0
0

0
00

:25
003

0
0

1
0

0
00

:380
076

0
07

:380
075

0
07

:370
075

0:128
0

0:127 ...
0

0
0

0
0

0 0:4 0:44 0:209 0:209

U
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s =

x1
x2
x3

x4

x5

x6

x7

x8

x9

2
0
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2

1
11
1
1

21
1
1
1
1
1

s*3

2
1
2
2
2
2
2

111
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1

- 1
1
1
1

- 1
2

- 1
2
2

- 1
2
1
2
2

11
- 1
110
11
1

11
11
11
111
1

s*7

1
- 1
1
1

- 1
1
1
1
1
1

4
- l
- i
0
1

11
1

11
11
1
1

4
l

- i
- i
l
l
l
l
l

- i
_ i

u

di

2
1
2
1
2
2
3
3
1
3

6. Ranking of new documents

In this section we will present a new rough
membership function to compute the ranks of new
documents. Classically, rough membership function
quantifies the degree of relative membership of an
element into a given category. The degree of
membership of an element x to a category C, denoted
by mCA(x), is computed as shown below, where [x]A is
the equivalence class to which x belongs, and A is the
set of description attributes [25].

fie- U^[0,1] and r . c r v

I M A I
The final categorization of an element is that

category for which the magnitude of its membership
function is maximum.

The traditional rough membership function does
not work well for text documents, since the decision
table that is obtained for a set of documents is usually
sparse. Thus for most of the subset of words, the
equivalence class for a document may be very small
or NULL. Also, different words when taken in
isolation may indicate different kinds of categoriza-
tion for the same document. Thus we propose to use a
new rough membership computation function which
can take into account the contribution of all the words
together. The proposed function takes into account
the relative degree of membership of a document into
different categories with respect to each discerning
word and then provides a final categorization of the
new document as a function of all these member-
ships.

The new document's membership to each category d,
denoted by md(x), is computed using Eqs. (6.1)—(6.5).
For a new document, for each discerning word s in W,
the weight of the word in the document is determined
and normalized. Let w* (x) denote the weight of s or one
of its synonyms in document x. Rough memberships are
computed in terms of overlap of documents to
equivalence classes. The equivalence class for a word
is determined as a function of the word weight in the
document. Let e*(x) denote the interval to which the
weight w*(x) belongs. The equivalence class of each
discerning word s is a collection of those training
documents which have the same interval number.

] = {(x,x') e U2\es*{x) = es,(x')} (6.1)

The new document's rough membership to each
category d 2 Z, where Z is the set of decisions
possible, is computed by taking into account the
relevance of each discerning word s for that category.
The membership to category d corresponding to the
discerning word s is denoted by [id (x), and is
computed as shown in Eq. (6.2).

then where d2 Z;

s* 2 W; and C is a collection of documents of

category d; else [i'd (x) = 0: jxs
d ðx € [0,1], where

ð1 < j < mÞ; m = no: of most discerning words:

(6.2)

The total membership value of a document x to
decision category d is computed by MD(X) shown in
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Eq. (6.3). This function computes the membership
with respect to the complete set of discerning words.
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4 _M]ni~ jfx1;x3;x6gj

L j

(6.3)

Eq. (6.4) shows the final membership value of a
document x to a category d 2 Z, by normalizing it
against all membership values.

(6.4)

The final decisionfis a member of Z such that fit ðxÞ
has the maximum value among all the membership
values computed. Eq. (6.5) depicts it mathematically.

Decision = ffjf 2 Z and fit ðx >fi*d(x)Vde Zg

(6.5)

Illustration by earlier example: We will now show
how a new document nx1 can be classified using the
training information. The symbolic decision table
obtained for one of the new documents fetched with
the modified query ‘‘alcohol, addictions, abuse, drugs,
treatment, health, description, rehabilitation, help’’ is
shown below.

- 1 1 2 - 1 1 1 1 - 1 1

Rough membership calculation for new document
nx1: The training documents in decision class i are
denoted by Xi, where i= 1, 2, 3.

X1 = fx2;x4;x9g ; X2 = fx1 ;x3;x5;x6g ;

X3 = fx7;x8;x10g

[si] = {xi,X3,x4,X6,x7,x8,x9,xio},

[si] = {xi,x3,x4,X5,x6,x7,x9,xio},

[s*6] = {x5,xio},

[i7] = {xi,x3,x4,x6,x7,x8,x9,xio},

[s^] = {xi,x4,x5,x6,x7,x8}

s. _\[s*2]nxl\_ |{x4,x9}|

[411

= 2 = 0:25

jfx1;x3;x4;x6;x7;x8;x9;x10gj

*2]\ |{xi,x3j,x4,x6,X7,x8,x9,xio}|

3
= 3 = 0:375

lfc*lnY3
jfx7;x8;x10gj

x \[sl]\ |{xi,x3,x4,x6,x7,x8,x9,xio}|

= 3 = 0:375

Similarly, the rough membership value correspond-
ing to all s can be found. The final categorization can
be then computed as follows:

1
4
3

8
3
g

1
4
1

2
1
4

0

0

0

1

2
1
2

1
4
3

8
3
8

1

6
1

2
1
3

= 0:25 þ 0:25 þ 0 þ 0 þ 0:25 þ 0:1666

= 0:9166

m2ðnx1Þ = 0:375 þ 0:5 þ 0 þ 0:5 þ 0:375 þ 0:5

= 2:25

fi3{nx{) = 0:375 þ 0:25 þ 1 þ 0:5 þ 0:375 þ 0:3333

= 2:8333

= 5:9999

5.9999;

m3ðnx1Þ

= 0:15727

2:25
5.9999/

-Uo.3750

Thus decision = 3 is the final category assigned to
the document. Decision 3 indicates that this is a very
informative URL.
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7. Designing a user preference-based document
filtering system

Fig. 1 presents the design of a complete document
filtering system based on the above methodologies.
The proposed filtering agent is designed to work in
collaboration with an information collector at a user
site. The information collector is an agent which
constantly monitors the Internet for new documents in
a defined area and rates them for the user.

The system goes through two phases. In the first
phase it accepts a user query and sends it to a backend
search engine, which in our case is Google. The top 50
retrieved documents are presented to the user who
rates them. The system then builds the decision table
and the discernibility table. The discernibility table is
scanned for the set of most discerning words which is
used to form a modified query and the sieve The
information collector agent at the client-side con-
stantly fetches new documents using the modified
query. However, before presenting all these documents

to the user, the documents are passed through the sieve
and the rough membership of each document is
computed for each category. Only those documents
whose system rating is good or average are presented
to the user. We have performed a series of experiments
to test the scheme. In the next section we will present
some of the performance evaluations that we have
obtained.

8. Results and discussion

In this section, we highlight the performance of the
scheme by illustrating some experimental results we
obtained with queries from different domains. For
each set, the user had rated the top 50 documents
returned by Google search engine on a scale of 1-3.
The discernibility matrix was computed for each set as
described earlier. The minimal set of maximally
discerning words was extracted with the help of the
modified MD-heuristic algorithm. These words were

Trainina Phase

<••
Query Training documents

rated by user

Discernibility Matrix

Reordering of New Set of Documents

Rough Membership
Based Computation

Reordered set of new documents
according to user preferences

Fig. 1. Schematic view of document filtering system.
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used to formulate a modified query which is presented
to the Google search engine again. In general, there
was an increase in the percentage of good documents
among the top 50 URLs retrieved with the modified
query. However since the relevance analysis is done by
the search engine, the ordering of the documents are
not according to the user's preference. Thus for each
document retrieved with the modified query, the
system now computes the rough membership of the
document to the various decision categories. The final
categorization decision is done according to Eqs.
(6.2)-(6.5). The filtering system is used to filter out
documents rated 1 by the system.

To analyze the performance of the system, we have
computed the accuracy of the ranking mechanism by
comparing the system-generated rank of a document
to user-given rank for the same document. The
comparison for each domain is presented as a
misclassification matrix. We present here the original
and modified queries obtained for five domains along
with an analysis of the performance of the ranking
mechanism. These queries were picked up from TREC
query set.

Query ‘‘alcohol addiction’’: This query was
discussed as an example in Section 5. In the appendix
we have given the lists of top 50 documents retrieved
by Google for the initial query ‘‘alcohol addiction’’
and modified query. We have also shown the user
ratings for the two cases. While the user rated 48% of
the top 50 documents as ‘‘bad’’ with the initial query
‘‘alcohol addiction’’, with the modified query, the
same user rated only 6% of the top 50 documents as
‘‘bad’’.

Table 2 presents the misclassification matrix for the
domain ‘‘alcohol addiction’’ to show the performance
of the rough-set-based document categorization
system by comparing system-generated rank of a
document with the user given rank. As is obvious from
the results, most of the documents were ‘‘average’’.
The maximum match is also along the diagonal
indicating that the system and the user ranks for most
of the documents were same. There are a large number
of ‘‘average’’ documents in the collection since there
are a wide variety of case studies in the web, which
contains all the related terms but not much by way of
information. However, the percentage of bad docu-
ments shows a drastic decrease with the modified
query and that is noteworthy. Thus we conclude that

Table 2
Misclassification matrix for system rating vs. user rating for the
domain ‘‘alcohol addiction’’

User

Rated 1
Rated 2
Rated 3

System

Rated 1

1
1
0

Rated 2

2
38

1

Rated 3

0
0
7

the system is capable of eliminating bad documents
very effectively, though it is less discerning for high
quality documents.

Table 3 presents the list of top 10 documents in the
order they would be presented to the user, based on the
system-generated rank of a document. This table is
generated from the second table shown in the
appendix.

Query ‘‘alternative medicine’’: For this query,
initially the user rated 44% of the top 50 documents
retrieved by Google as ‘‘bad’’. After initial retrieval,
the user had marked documents on acupuncture and
yoga as good while those on ayurveda, aroma-therapy,
etc. as bad. The modified query comprising of the most
discerning words in this case were ‘‘health, medicine,
alternative, therapy, yoga, acupuncture, stress, diet,
disease’’. With the modified query only 12% of the top
50 documents were rated as ‘‘bad’’ by the user. Table 4
presents the misclassification matrix for rough
membership-based system grading versus user rating
for query alternative medicine. Since the misclassi-
fication is small, it can be said that the filtering scheme
can be used to effectively filter out the bad documents
for the user.

Query ‘‘HIV’’: With this query also, the user rated
44% of the initially retrieved documents as bad. The
user's preference was for authoritative articles and the
most discerning words were found to be ‘‘AIDS,
treatment, HIV, epidemic, health, description, infor-
mation, service, virus’’. On using these for the
modified query, the same user rated only 14% of
the newly retrieved documents as ‘‘bad’’. Table 5
presents rough membership evaluation-based mis-
classification matrix for the set of 50 documents,
retrieved using the modified query.

Query ‘‘blood cancer’’: For the query ‘‘blood
cancer’’, the percentage of bad documents in the top
50 URLs retrieved initially was 44%. The modified
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Table 3
Output of filtering system after re-arranging documents based on system rank

Original Changed List of top 50 retrieved URLs ‘‘alcohol, addictions, abuse, drugs, treatment,
position position health, description, rehabilitation, help’’

3
4
8
9

45
5
6

10

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

System
ratings

http://dmoz.org/Health/Addictions/Substance_Abuse/Treatment/Alternative/ 3
http://dmoz.org/Society/Issues/Health/Mental_Health/Substance_Abuse/ 3
http://uk.dir. yahoo.com/health/diseases_and_conditions/addiction_and_recovery/ 3
http://www.drug-rehabs.com/Top_Tool_Bar/Resources.htm 3
http://www.leydenfamilyservice.org/alcoholdrug.html 3
http://www.nethealth.com/links/addiction.htm 3
http://www.psychnet-uk.com/addictions_and_drugs/addiction2_drugs_generic.htm 3
http://directory.google.com/Top/Health/Addictions/Substance_Abuse/Resources/ 2
http://www.nada.org.au/links.asp 2
http://mainseek.pl/ca/472620/Health/Addictions/Substance_Abuse/Resources/ 2

Table 4
Misclassification matrix for system rating vs. user rating for the
domain ‘‘alternative medicine’’

User

Rated 1
Rated 2
Rated 3

System

Rated 1

4
4
1

Rated 2

2

32
2

Rated 3

0
1
4

query in this case was ‘‘Cancer, health, medical,
information, blood, leukaemia, help, myeloma, alive,
symptom’’. In this case, the user found no document as
‘‘bad’’ in the top 50 documents retrieved with the
modified query. The performance gain in relevance in
this case was substantial since the initial set of
documents contained a large number of documents
containing list of rehabilitation centers for cancer
patients in which the user was not interested. Table 6
presents the misclassification matrix for the ranking
mechanism.

Query ‘‘air pollution’’: With the query ‘‘air
pollution’’, there were many ‘‘good’’ documents

retrieved with the original query with lots of
information about types of pollutants, sources of
pollution, air pollution detection, air pollution effects,
air pollution treatments, air quality, atmospheric
composition, etc. The modified query in this case
was ‘‘air, pollution, health, carbon, environmental,
research, smog, quality, rain, clean’’. We observe that
all the good documents are retained with the modified
query also. The decrease in ‘‘bad’’ documents came
down from 30 to 6%. Table 7 presents rough
membership evaluation-based misclassification
matrix for a set of top 50 URLs retrieved through
the modified query. The maximum number of matches
along the diagonal indicates that the quality of system
grading was good.

8.1. Comparative performance analysis

Pazzani et al. [14] had reported average classifica-
tion accuracy of different classifiers used by Syskill &
Webert in terms of 20 documents rated from different
domains. We present a similar performance analysis of
our system. The overall accuracy of system is defined

Table 5
Misclassification matrix for system rating vs. user rating for the
domain "HIV"

Table 6
Misclassification matrix for system rating vs. user rating for the
domain ‘‘blood cancer’’

User

Rated 1
Rated 2
Rated 3

System

Rated 1

2
0
0

Rated 2

5
30

8

Rated 3

0
0
5

User

Rated 1
Rated 2
Rated 3

System

Rated 1

0
0
0

Rated 2

0
6
0

Rated 3

0
15
29
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Table 7
Misclassification matrix for system rating vs. user rating of retrieved
documents with modified query for the domain ‘‘air pollution’’

User

Rated 1
Rated 2
Rated 3

System

Rated 1

0
0
0

Rated 2

3
29

6

Rated 3

0
1

11

as

Accuracy =

number of matches in system
rating and user rating

total number of documents
rated by system

(8.1)

Table 8 presents the accuracy of system grading for
top 20 documents retrieved for different domains. The
average accuracy of our system for 20 documents is
80.6%. Syskill & Webert [14] reports average
accuracy across various domains on 20 test docu-
ments, for a number of classifiers using information
gain for terms to select features. The average accuracy
values reported in [14] are 77.1% obtained with the
Bayesian classifier, 75.2% with the PEBLS classifier,
75.0% with the back propagation network, 75.0% with
the nearest neighbour approach and 70.6% with the
ID3 approach.

Table 9 summarizes the accuracy of our grading
function for top 50 documents taken from the
misclassification matrices presented earlier. As we
can see even for 50 documents the average accuracy
across the five domains is 79.2% for the rough-
membership-based approach. We compare this with
the fuzzy-membership-based grading approach
reported in [18], where the final membership was
based on a fuzzy analysis of rough-similarities. The
average accuracy across the five domains is 77% for
the rough-fuzzy scheme. However, since rough-

Table 8
Accuracy of rough-set-based document classification system using
20 test documents

Domain Accuracy (%)

Alcohol addiction
HIV
Air pollution
Alternative medicine
Blood cancer

90
85
80
78
70

Table 9
Accuracy of system grading for 50 documents using rough-member-
ship vs. rough-fuzzy document grading scheme [18]

Domain Accuracy using Accuracy using
rough fuzzy membership
membership (%)

Alcohol addiction 92
HIV 74
Air pollution 80
Alternative medicine 80
Blood cancer 70

80
85
80
67.74
72.30

similarities were not directly correlated to the category
of a document - the rough-fuzzy approach involved
two additional learning steps - one for learning the
thresholds for associating the rough similarity values
with class decision and the other for learning the fuzzy
membership parameters. The results are also sensitive
to the fuzzy membership functions and their corre-
sponding crisp ratings used. Compared to that scheme,
this is a more robust and efficient approach.

We observe that across different domains the
system is very effective in eliminating bad documents,
though it is less discerning in identifying good and
average documents. But since average documents are
not filtered out, only placed lower down in the list, this
scheme works quite well as a text-information filtering
system.

9. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed the design of a
customized document-filtering scheme using the
rough-set theoretic approach. We have shown how a
granular approach based on rough membership-based
user preference analysis can be used for grading text
documents for the user. Users can design a sieve at
their end, which will encode their interests within a
particular domain. An intelligent agent can constantly
surf the information repository for new information in
the domain that is of long-term interest to the user.
This agent can use the traditional search engines.
However, since the traditional search engines do not
take care of individual user profiles, the host of
documents returned by the agent is filtered through the
sieve. The sieve does a rough-set-based classification
analysis to decide whether the document fits the user's
interests or not. We have proposed a new method for
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computing rough memberships of documents, which
is suitable for document classification.

Though rough-sets have been applied earlier for
document categorization, the domain of application
had been restricted to the use of a set of frequently
occurring words like in emails. In this work we have
proposed the design of a general purpose learning
system for learning user preferences, and a modified

rough membership function which is suitable for
categorising documents. This function can be applied
for filtering out irrelevant documents effectively. In
future, we intend to extend the work towards using
rough similarity measures for building question-
answering systems. The document categorization
method can be extended to general purpose document
classification also.

Appendix A

User ratings for the training sets of 50 URLs with query ‘‘alcohol addiction’’

No. List of top 50 retrieved URLs with the initial query ‘‘alcohol addiction' User ratings

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27

28
29
30

http://center.butler.brown.edu/
http://www.well.com/user/woa/
http://www.thirteen.org/edonline/lessons/alcohol/alcoholov.html
http://www.odadas.state.oh.us/_GD_Frame Work/templates/
fwTemplate00 1 .asp?FW= 1 &ContentId=&enumerator=&search=
http://www.health.org/
http://www.niaaa.nih.gov/
http://www.schick-shadel.com/
http://www.family.org/topics/a0018129.cfm
http://www.healthrecovery.com/
http://www.addiction-help-line.com/-
http://www.caas.brown.edu/
http://www.ni-cor.com/
http://www.freedomyou.com/addiction/alcohol addiction.htm
http://www.v-a.com/communication/alcohol.html
http://www.utexas.edu/cons/wcaar/
http://www.schick-shadel.com/
http://www.blackwomenshealth.com/Alcohol_Abuse.htm
http://www.addictions.co.uk/addiction.asp ?ID=alc
http://www.thirteen.org/edonline/lessons/alcohol/alcoholproc.html
http://www.addictionca.com/
http://immuners.org/00/12step/recovery/treatment.htm
http://www.allvesthouse.com/
http://etoh.niaaa.nih.gov/
http://www.casacolumbia.org/
http://www.addictions.co.uk/issues_content.asp?NewsID=93
http://www.powells.com/subsection/
RecoveryandAddictionDrugandAlcoholAddiction.html
http://www.mediresource.net/canoe/health/
PatientInfo.asp?DiseaseID=220
http ://w ww. addict-help. com/family .htm
http://www.addict-help.com/teenage.htm
http://nme.co.uk/news/101932.htm
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(Continued)

No. List of top 50 retrieved URLs with the initial query ‘‘alcohol addiction’’ User
ratings

31 http://teenwriting.about.com/library/collections/blcoll1 18.htm 1
32 http://www.brainscience.brown.edu/news/undergrad.res.html 1
33 http://www.soberliving.com/ 1
34 http://www.drugnet.net/metaview.htm 3
35 http://www.hazelden.org/ 2
36 http://www.powells.com/psection/RecoeryandAddiction.html 2
37 http://center.butler.brown.edu/ATTC-NE/ 1
38 http://www.focushealthcare.com/home.htm 1
39 http://www.thirteen.org/closetohome/home.html 1
40 http://www.sierratucson.com/programs_adctions.php 3
41 http://www.sierratucson.com/treatment/alcohol_addiction.html 3
42 http://www.virginiadetox.com/ 1
43 http://www.psychnet-uk.com/clinical_psychology/ 2

clinical_psychology_substance_related_disordersl.htm
44 http://www.utexas.edu/admin/opa/news/02newsreleases/ 1

nr_200206/nr_alcohol020617 .html
45 http://www.orchardrecovery.com/ 2
46 http://www.addictionca.com/ 2
47 http://ssw.unc.edu/fcrp/Cspn/vol4_no4/gender_and_alcohol.htm 1
48 www.soberrecovery.com 3
48 http://www.gannett.com/go/difference/greatfalls/pages/part2/addiction.html 1
50 http://www.sober24.com/ 1

List of documents retrieved with modified query ‘‘alcohol, addictions, abuse, drugs, treatment, health,
description, rehabilitation, help’’ and their user versus system ratings.

No. List of top 50 retrieved URLs ‘‘alcohol, addictions, abuse, drugs, User System
treatment, health, description, rehabilitation, help’’ ratings ratings

1 http://dmoz.org/Health/Addictions/Substance_Abuse/Treatment/Alternative/
2 http://dmoz.org/Society/Issues/Health/Mental_Health/Substance_Abuse/
3 http://uk.dir.yahoo.com/health/diseases_and_conditions/addiction_and_recovery/
4 http://www.drug-rehabs.com/Top_Tool_Bar/Resources.htm
5 http://directory.google.com/Top/Health/Addictions/Substance_Abuse/Resources/
6 http://www.nada.org.au/links.asp
7 http://www.aizan.net/families/links_alcohol_drug_abuse.htm
8 http://www.leydenfamilyservice.org/alcoholdrug.html
9 http: //www. nethealth. com/links/addiction .htm

10 http://mainseek.pl/ca/472620/Health/Addictions/Substance_Abuse/Resources/
11 http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0814715826/104-9626764-1023932
12 http://hallmedicine.com/recovery/224.shtml
13 http://www.yellowpages.pl/ca/472620/Health/Addictions/Substance_Abuse/Resources/
14 http://www.advocatehealth.com/lghgme/psych/mentalhlth.html
15 http://ublib.buffalo.edu/libraries/units/hsl/mrc/subabuse.html

3
3
3
3
2
2
1
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
2
2
1
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
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User
ratings

1
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
0

System
ratings
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
0
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(Cowfmwerf)

No. List of top 50 retrieved URLs with the initial query ‘‘alcohol addiction’’

16 http://www.drugteach.org/queens.htm
17 http://www2.vpl.vancouver.bc.ca/dbs/kaiser/front/TreatmentServices .html
18 http://www.duidon.com/drugp.htm
19 http://www.my-edu2.com/EDU/psych 1 .htm
20 http://hallmedicine.com/recovery/225 .shtml
21 http://dmoz.org/Health/Addictions/Substance_Abuse/Resources/
22 http://www.drug-rehabilitation.org/resources.htm
23 http://www.drug-treatment-center.org/resources .htm
24 http://www.students.vcu.edu/counsel/alcohol.html
25 http://directory.google.com/Top/Health/Addictions/

Substance_Abuse/Support_Groups/
26 http://portal.thesoftwarestudio.com/index.php/Health/Addictions/ 2 2

Substance_Abuse/Resources
27 http://substanceabuse.miningco.com/cs/substanceabuse/ 2 2
28 http://open-mind.org/Drugs.htm 2 2
29 http://www.google.com/u/vcu?hl=en&lr=&ie=ISO-8859-1&domains= 2 2

vcu.edu&q=alcohol+treatment&sitesearch=vcu.edu
30 http://portal.thesoftwarestudio.com/index.php/Health/Addictions/ 2 2

Substance_Abuse/Support_Groups
31 http://www.meddie.com/search/Health/Substance_Abuse/Resources/more2.html 2 2
32 http://www.1uphealth.com/links/treatment-alternative.html 2 2
33 http://www.searchalot.com/Top/Health/Addictions/SubstanceAbuse/SupportGroups/ 2 2
34 http://www.mental-health-matters.com/disorders/dis_resources.php?disID=4
35 http://icpac.indiana.edu/careers/career_profiles/120013.xml/job_description
36 http://substanceabuse.miningco.com/cs/selfhelpprograms/
37 http://www.nnh.org/newlinks/atodresources.htm
38 http://www.adaconline.org/help/help.html
39 http://www.look.com/searchroute/directorysearch.asp ?p=7571
40 http://www.mhcmc.org/links/
41 http://www.health.gov.au/archive/mediarel/1 998/mw 19498 .htm
42 http://www.searchalot.com/Top/Health/Addictions/SubstanceAbuse/Resources/
43 http://www.assigned.org/predispo_adult drugalc programs.htm
44 http://www.suite101 .com/links.cfm/5125
45 http://www.psychnet-uk.com/addictions_and_drugs/addiction2_

drugs_generic.htm
46 http://www.healthyplace.com/site/resources.htm
47 http://www.medmark.org/psy/psychi.html
48 http://www.addiction-resourcelist.com/Top_Health_Addictions_

Substance_Abuse_Resources.html
49 http://www.slu.edu/classes/ancham/drugs 1_refs.html
50 http://health.co.marion.or.us/ad/link1 .htm
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